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Her aura enters a room before her. 
There is a second of stillness that settles, before her presence bursts forth.

She’s glowing, confident, effervescent, it’s no wonder that
all eyes are on her. She is the embodiment of style, and she’s not afraid

to flaunt it. She is the Aureate woman -vibrant,
free and full of life.

Every piece in the Aureate collection is crafted
to be a work of art.

Perfect for the collector, looking for
unique and imaginative pieces to add to her repertoire,

an Aureate piece is one-of-a-kind
and carefully detailed

with special attention paid to finesse.

Interesting use and unusual application of materials,
give each piece an exuberance that reflects the

wearer’s own unique style.
The jewels are designed to create awe and be flaunted,

by their confident, stylish wearer.

From the contemporary and dreamy to the
awe-inspiring and ethnic to the modern and chic,

Aureate presents
three alluring styles to choose from.

The Collection



“The clearest way into the universe is through a forest wilderness.”
~ John Muir

If a dreamy midsummer night’s song was to be captured
in a collection of jewels, it would be

the Aureate Mystical Rainforest collection.

Crafted in muted colours that are soft yet striking, each jewel
brings out its wearer’s unique femininity.

While the detailed, contemporary styles will have even the
most vivacious divas blushing at the compliments

coming their way.

Mystical Rainforest
Inspired by Nature





Delicate and soft like beautiful geranium flowers,
this ring is designed with

subtle shades of purple, centred with sparkling diamonds
that create dimension to enliven the jewels,

making them bloom on your finger.

Spring’s Blossom Ring







This iconic ring set with deep green beads,
represents lush green forests with cascading diamonds

as gushing waterfalls amidst the mountains.
A perfect reminder of the beauty of nature that we bypass

in our busy lives.

Cascading Waterfall Ring



“ The heritage of the past is the seed that brings forth the harvest of the future.”
~ Wendell Phillips

The Aureate Royal Hues collection conjures up images
of a queen in all her finery.

Every unique jewel brings to mind the grandeur of old palaces,
with velvet blues, vermillion reds, deep greens

and dark golds.

Crafted to be the finest red-carpet jewellery,
every bold, three-dimensional Royal Hues piece makes a statement. 

Ideal for the wearer rooted to traditions,
yet not afraid to inspire awe with regal, ethnic masterpieces.

Royal Hues
Inspired by Heritage





Reminiscent of the stained glass windows in palaces
during the Mughal era,

this jewel is designed with delicate lattice framework, inlaid with
translucent rich green stones, giving it a regal look.

The floral centre too, transports one to
lush Mughal gardens and statuesque, intricate palaces.

Mughal Garden Ring







“I think the universe is pure geometry - a beautiful shape twisting
around and dancing over space-time.”

~ Antony Garrett Lisi

Sharp, chic and modern, the Aureate Sacred Geometry collection
is creative patterns captured in jewels.

Perfect for that effervescent and young-at-heart diva,
who is not afraid to flaunt her style.

Symmetrical shapes like hexagons,
crescents and ovals, in unusual colour combinations and

striking patterns give this collection
a futuristic edge.

Sacred Geometry
Inpired by Geometric Patterns





A bohemian lamp's mesmerising beauty of colour and
geometric patterns comes alive in this jewel.

Marquise and trillion-cut diamonds are set in spaces to create
interesting patterns that contrast with

specially cut coloured stones, capturing attention 
and keeping it.

Bohemian Ring





Inspired from soft art deco motifs,
these statement earrings are designed to cascade

elegantly on the wearer.
Each specially cut white agate stone is polished

in the shape of a soft dome and inlaid in the art deco motifs,
showing the painstaking attention to detail.

While embellished patterns
in neutral tones make the jewel versatile for

any outfit or occasion.

Art Deco Earrings



The Aureate collection is crafted to create an impact.
At the core of this collection lies an unusual painstaking process,

resulting in unique and unseen jewels that create awe.

Each imaginative design is created without any fixed materials in mind.
When the gouache is ready, every coloured stone and material

is sourced and specially cut in the shape and size the design demands,
to maintain its beauty.

It has taken over two years to master this process
and to source the right materials to custom cut the coloured stones.

This ensures the richness and aesthetic appeal
is maintained.

At the Heart of Aureate



The World of our Master Jewellers

Bold and eye-catching designs with interesting forms
and unusual colours result in vibrant,

memorable jewels. Each jewel is light, flexible and wearable.
Its three-dimensionality adds to its versatility.

Over hundreds of hours are taken to cut each of these custom stones.
Our quality standards for the shape required,

the right cut and sparkle and the right colour for its richness,
are why the jewels make a true statement.
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